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Across the wide range of 
business topics Educate 360 
offers, we are committed to 
your organization’s needs.

Welcome to Educate 360, where our family of training brands bring 
together specialized expertise and trusted industry partnerships to 
foster the growth of both individuals and organizations. In today’s 
dynamic landscape, upskilling is imperative to cultivate a robust 
workforce capable of seamlessly embracing new digital technologies. 
Explore our areas of expertise in this course catalog, and embark on a 
journey to empower you and your team with the knowledge and skills 
needed to thrive in the ever-evolving professional landscape.
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Who We Are

Educate 360 helps organizations achieve their goals of improved efficiency, increased 
cross-functional alignment, and enhanced business results through supportive learning and 

development programs that attract and retain top talent.

The Educate 360 Family

Specialized training in Specialized training inSpecialized training in

PMI Certification Prep & 
Modern Agile Skills (US)

IT Certifications & 
Technical Skills

Self-Paced Six Sigma
Certification Prep

Specialized training in Specialized training in

Business Analysis & 
Leadership Skills

Enterprise Project 
Management (EU)

EST 2009EST 1982 EST 2004 EST 2009 EST 1992

https://www.newhorizons.com/
https://projectmanagementacademy.net/
https://www.sixsigmaonline.org/
https://www.velopi.com/
https://www.watermarklearning.com/


Course Delivered by Watermark Learning
Course Delivered by Watermark Learning

Course Delivered by Watermark Learning

Course Delivered by Project Management Academy

Course Delivered by Project Management Academy

Course Delivered by Watermark Learning

Two Days Private / Public Two Days Private / Public

Two Days Private / PublicTwo Days Private / Public / On-Demand

Two Days Private / Public

Two Days Private
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Agile Training

PMI Agile Certified Practitioner 
(PMI-ACP)® Exam Prep

Agile enables project professionals and organizations to

adapt to uncertainty in today’s business environments. This 

comprehensive course provides an in-depth look at the Agile 

mindset, frameworks, and methods, including Scrum, XP, and 

Lean. Participants will learn to utilize Agile practices to help 

their organizations achieve business goals. This course also 

satisfies the 21 hours of formal education required to sit for the 

PMI-ACP® exam.

Certified ScrumMaster 
(CSM)® Certification Training

This two-day CSM® course delivers an overview of the Scrum 

framework and prepares attendees to take on the Scrum Master 

role. Participants will learn about Agile and the foundation of 

Scrum, including its events, artifacts, and roles. 

Certified Scrum Product Owner 
(CSPO)® Certification Training

In this course, participants will have the opportunity to 

explore a difficult role in Scrum–the product owner–and prepare 

for the Certified Scrum Product Owner (CSPO®) exam. 

Participants will learn about the fundamentals of Scrum, as well 

as techniques for developing a product vision, creating, 

maintaining, and prioritizing a product backlog, and identifying 

user needs. They will also receive an overview of sizing (story 

point estimating) in Scrum.

Advanced Certified ScrumMaster 
(A-CSM)® Certification Training

This two-day course, taught by a Certified Scrum Trainer, allows 

Certified ScrumMasters to become eligible for the Advanced 

Certified ScrumMaster® (A-CSM®) certification through the 

Scrum Alliance.

Agile Change Agent 
Certification Training

In this workshop, participants will learn about Agile ways of 

working and how an Agile approach impacts their role and 

interaction with those driving change. The course equips 

participants with tools to ensure change initiatives are embedded 

and adopted in ways that deliver benefits throughout their 

organizations. Upon successful completion of the course, students 

will earn the APMG International Agile Change Agent certification. 

SAFe® SA Certification Training

During this course, students will gain the knowledge necessary 

to lead a Lean-Agile enterprise by leveraging the SAFe® 

Framework and its underlying principles derived from Lean, 

systems thinking, Agile development, product development flow, 

and DevOps. Upon completion of the course, students will be 

prepared to take the exam and become a certified SAFe®  

Agilist (SA). 



Course Delivered by Watermark Learning Course Delivered by Project Management Academy

Course Delivered by Project Management Academy

Course Delivered by Project Management Academy

Half Day Private / Public

One or Two Days Private / Public / On-Demand

One Day Private / On-Demand One Day Private / Public / On-Demand
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IIBA® Agile Analysis (IIBA®-AAC)  
Exam Prep

The comprehensive workshop helps students prepare for and 

pass the IIBA® Agile Analysis Certification (IIBA-AAC) exam, 

covering critical terms, concepts, and techniques. This course 

ensures that students make the most of their post-class prep 

time and increases their success in the field as IIBA-AAC 

certified practitioners.

Agile Fundamentals

This course is designed to provide an overview of the Agile 

mindset and teach tools, techniques, and practices that are 

used in Agile environments to increase team performance and 

improve customer satisfaction. The workshop option provides a 

highly interactive session that can be tailored to your 

organization’s highest priorities.

Integrating Agile in a Waterfall Practice

During this course, students will learn key concepts for the 

integration of Agile strategies and practices. Upon course 

completion, you will be able to work with a PMO to create an 

appropriate strategy for the inclusion of Agile methods. 

Additionally, you’ll be able to proactively manage projects during 

a transition from, in parallel with, or in a hybrid delivery 

approach with traditional delivery methods.

Agile Leadership Workshop

This interactive workshop explores the key tenets of Agile and 

how leaders can support Agile initiatives to maximize their 

investments and achieve project and organizational goals. This 

workshop is intended for managers and executives who want to 

receive an overview of Agile/Scrum principles, practices, tools, 

and activities.

Agile Training Continued

WORKSHOP OPTION



Course Delivered by New Horizons

Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
Fundamentals for 
Business Professionals
Understanding the fundamental concepts of 
AI has significant implications for your business. 
Learn to make informed decisions regarding AI 
implementation and explore opportunities 
for innovation.

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Half Day Private / Public

One Day Private / Public
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AI / Machine 
Learning Training

Data Science for Business 
Professionals (DSBIZ™)

This course is designed for business leaders and decision 

makers looking to leverage data science concepts and 

technologies to further the success of their business.

Course Delivered by New Horizons

One Day Private / Public

Making ChatGPT and Generative 
AI Work for You (GenAIBIZ)

This course is designed to demystify generative AI for business 

professionals, and trace its power to actionable, real-world 

business goals. Gain the essential knowledge of generative AI 

to elevate your organization in these exciting times.

AI / Machine Learning 
for Programmers
Build more efficient and more effective applications 
by incorporating AI into your development lifecycle. 
Learn the skills necessary to build the next 
generation of AI assisted software.

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Half Day Private / Public

AI for Business Professionals (AIBIZ™)

This course will provide the foundational knowledge of AI that 

you need to steer your business forward using the benefits of 

Machine Learning and AI concepts.

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Three Days Private / Public 

Introduction to Python

This course is designed to take complete beginners or 

experienced developers up to speed on Python’s capabilities, 

setting up students for success in using Python for their specific 

field of expertise.

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Three Days Private / Public

Python for Data Science

This data science training course is for Python developers who 

want to learn how to use the key libraries in the Python Data 

Science ecosystem.

Data Literacy

This Data Literacy training is designed to give you a high level 

overview of the key topics in Data Science and Machine 

Learning.



Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Five Days Private / Public

Two Days Private / Public
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AI / Machine 
Learning Training Continued

Five Days Private / Public

Certified Artificial Intelligence
Practitioner (CAIP) 

This course shows you how to apply various approaches and 

algorithms to solve business problems through AI and 

Machine Learning.

Certified Data Science 
Practitioner (CDSP)

For a business to thrive in our data-driven world, it must treat 

data as one of its most important assets. This course will enable 

you to bring value to the business by putting data science 

concepts into practice.

Python for Machine Learning

Master the skills to use machine learning in your day-to-day 

work with this Python course. Create algorithms to predict 

classes, continuous values, and more.



Course Delivered by Watermark Learning

Course Delivered by Watermark Learning

Course Delivered by Watermark Learning

Course Delivered by Watermark Learning

Course Delivered by Watermark Learning

Course Delivered by New HorizonsTwo Days Private / Public / On-Demand

Two Days Private / Public / On-Demand

Four Days Private / Public / On-Demand

Three Days Private / Public / On-Demand 

Four Days Private / Public / On-Demand

One Day or Two Days Private / Public / On-Demand
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Business Analysis 
Training

ECBA™ Exam Prep
For those with little project experience or those curious about 

business analysis, this course is your gateway to preparing for 

the IIBA Entry Certificate in Business Analysis™ (ECBA) exam. 

Gain practical insights and tips to ace the certification, and build 

a strong foundation for a career in business analysis. Aligned 

with the BABOK® Guide v3.0, this course ensures students are 

well-equipped for success in the field.

CBAP®/CCBA® Exam Prep

The CBAP® is a top-tier certification for experienced business 

analysts, signifying expertise and readiness for high-impact 

projects. This boot camp also aids BA professionals aspiring for 

the CCBA® by offering preparation for those with less than five 

years of experience.

PMI Professional in Business Analysis 
(PMI-PBA)® Exam Prep

This workshop readies students for the PMI-PBA® exam, 

enhancing competence in business analysis—from needs 

assessment to solution evaluation. Crafted and taught by 

PMI-PBA credential holders, it offers crucial insights into the 

exam and key study areas.

 
Business Analysis Foundations

This course imparts foundational skills for delivering value to 

stakeholders and organizations. Students learn to assist clients 

in articulating problems or opportunities, plan business analysis 

activities, and grasp the essentials of eliciting, analyzing, 

documenting, managing, and communicating requirements 

throughout the project life cycle.

Business Analysis Modeling Essentials

This course introduces key business analysis modeling 

techniques for eliciting and analyzing requirements. Through an 

engaging case study, students practice analyzing, modeling, 

and reviewing requirements using the concurrent modeling 

framework, focusing on process, data, interaction, 

and interface requirements.

Eliciting Requirements

This course helps participants develop elicitation skills to 

identify real needs versus stated needs. In organizations with 

project professionals adept at elicitation, stakeholders share 

expectations, encounter fewer surprises, and teams are more 

efficient, fostering a collaborative and productive project 

environment.

BEGINNER

INTERMEDIATE

ADVANCED



Course Delivered by Watermark Learning

Course Delivered by Watermark Learning

Course Delivered by Watermark Learning

Course Delivered by Watermark Learning

Two Days Private / Public

Two Days Private / Public

One Day Private / Public

Three Days Private / Public / On-Demand 

BRMP® Certification Training

The Business Relationship Management Professional® (BRMP) 

is the initial certification for business relationship managers. 

This course guides students in performing as strategic partners, 

contributing to business strategy, and shaping demands for 

successful organizational outcomes. The foundational knowl-

edge is based on the BRMBOK™ (BRM Body of Knowledge).
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Agile Business Analysis

This two-day workshop equips business analysts for success in 

Agile projects by imparting core Agile concepts. Through 

practical workshops using the Scrum framework, participants 

enhance their business analysis skills and learn to optimize 

them in an Agile environment.

Building Better Business Cases

This course guides students in mastering a repeatable, five-step 

process crucial for successful projects. Starting with the 

identification of business needs, participants progress through 

the course to craft a robust business case by its conclusion.

Use Case Modeling

This course covers the effective use of industry-standard use 

cases for eliciting and documenting visible functional require-

ments. Participants learn their application, a step-by-step 

creation method, and valuable guidelines and tips to enhance 

use cases for improved communication, user interface design, 

and test case development.

Business Analysis 
Training Continued

BEGINNER



Course Delivered by New Horizons
Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

One Day Private / Public
Four Days Private / Public
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Cloud Training

Microsoft Azure Administrator
AZ-104T00

This course teaches IT Professionals how to manage their Azure 

subscriptions, create and scale virtual machines, implement 

storage solutions, configure virtual networking, and more.

Architecting on AWS

In this course, you will learn to identify services and features to 

build resilient, secure and highly available IT solutions on the 

AWS Cloud.

One Day Private / Public

Microsoft Azure Fundamentals
AZ-900T00

This course will provide students with foundational level 

knowledge of Cloud services and how those services are 

provided with Microsoft Azure.

One Day Private / Public

AWS Cloud Practitioner Essentials
This course is for individuals who seek an overall understanding 

of the Amazon Web Services (AWS) Cloud. You will learn about 

AWS Cloud concepts, AWS services, security, architecture, 

pricing, and support.

One Day Private / Public

Google Cloud Fundamentals: 
Core Infrastructure
Through a combination of presentations, demos, and hands-on 

labs, participants learn the value of Google Cloud Platform and 

how to incorporate cloud-based solutions into business 

strategies.

BEGINNER

BEGINNER

Three Days Private / Public

Systems Operations on AWS

This course teaches systems operators and anyone performing 

system operations functions how to install, configure, automate, 

monitor, secure, maintain and troubleshoot the services, 

networks, and systems on AWS.

INTERMEDIATEADVANCED

BEGINNER



Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons
Five Days Private / Public
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Cloud Training Continued

Three Days Private / Public

Implementing Cisco Collaboration Cloud 
and Edge Solutions (CLCEI)

This course provides you with knowledge about Cisco 

Expressway Series solutions enabling business-to-business 

(B2B) calls, Cisco Mobile, remote access, authentication options, 

and additional Cisco Expressway Series features.

Architecting with Google 
Kubernetes Engine

This course introduces participants to deploying and managing 

containerized applications on Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE) 

and other services provided by Google Cloud.

Three Days Private / Public

Architecting with Google 
Compute Engine

This course will familiarize you with Google Cloud’s flexible 

infrastructure and platform services, with a specific focus on 

Compute Engine.



Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Five Days Private / Public
Five Days Private / Public

Five Days Private / Public
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Cybersecurity 
Training

CompTIA Security+ Certification 

In this course, students will build on their knowledge of 

and professional experience with security fundamentals, 

networks, and organizational security as you acquire the 

specific skills required to implement basic security services on 

any type of computer network.

CompTIA Cybersecurity Analyst 
(CySA+) Certification

This course introduces tools and tactics to manage 

cybersecurity risks, identify various types of common security 

threats, evaluate an organization’s security posture, collect and 

analyze cybersecurity intelligence, and handle security incidents 

as they occur.

Certified Information Systems Security 
Professional (CISSP)

In this course, students will expand upon their IT security 

knowledge by addressing the essential elements of the eight 

domains that comprise the Common Body of Knowledge (CBK)® 

for information systems security professionals.

Four Days Private / Public

Microsoft Azure Security Technologies
AZ-500T00

In this course students will gain the knowledge and skills needed 

to implement security controls, maintain the security posture, 

and identify and remediate vulnerabilities by using a variety of 

security tools.

One Day Private / Public

AWS Security Essentials

This course covers fundamental AWS cloud security concepts, 

including AWS access control, data encryption methods, and 

how network access to your AWS infrastructure can be secured.

Five Days Private / Public

EC-Council Certified Network 
Defender (CND)

This course prepares network administrators on network 

security technologies and operations to attain Defense-in-Depth 

network security preparedness.

INTERMEDIATE

ADVANCEDBEGINNER



Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Five Days Private / Public
One Day Private / Public

Five Days Private / Public

Three Days Private / Public
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Cybersecurity 
Training Continued

EC-Council Certified Ethical Hacker 
(CEH) v12

CEH provides an in-depth understanding of ethical 

hacking phases, various attack vectors, and preventative 

countermeasures. This course will teach you how to think like a 

hacker to best protect your network.

Implementing and Operating Cisco 
Security Core Technologies (SCOR)

Students will master the skills and technologies needed to 

implement core Cisco security solutions to provide advanced 

threat protection against cybersecurity attacks.

Microsoft Security, Compliance, and 
Identity Fundamentals
SC-900T00

This course provides foundational level knowledge on security, 

compliance, and identity concepts and related cloud-based 

Microsoft solutions.

Four Days Private / Public

Microsoft Cybersecurity Architect
SC-100T00

This course prepares students with the background to design 

and evaluate cybersecurity strategies in the following areas: 

Zero Trust, Governance Risk Compliance (GRC), security 

operations (SecOps), and data and applications.

Security in Google Cloud Platform
This course gives participants broad study of security controls 

and techniques on Google Cloud Platform. Students explore and 

deploy the components of a secure GCP solution.

Certified CMMC Professional (CCP)

This course prepares students for the CMMC-AB Certified 

CMMC Professional (CCP) certification, which authorizes the 

holder to participate as an Assessment Team Member under the 

supervision of a Certified CMMC Assessor, and to be listed in the 

CMMC-AB Marketplace.

Five Days Private / Public



Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Two Days Private / Public

Three Days Private / Public

One Day Private / Public

One Day Private / Public 
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Data and Analytics 
Training

SQL Querying Fundamentals
Part I / Part II Available

In these courses, students will compose SQL queries to retrieve 

desired information from a database. Learn to work with 

advanced queries to manipulate and index tables and also 

create transactions so that you can choose to save or cancel 

data entry process.

Microsoft Power BI: 
Dashboard in a Day

Students will discover the full capabilities of Power BI in a 

one-day, hands-on workshop. Please Note: This workshop is 

primarily self-directed and students will work at their own pace 

while having access to an instructor for questions.

Microsoft Power BI: 
Data Analysis Practitioner

This course is designed for those currently using desktop or 

web-based data management tools to perform numerical or 

general data analysis. Students will learn to analyze data for 

self-service BI, connect to data sources, perform advanced data 

modeling and shaping, visualize data with Power BI, enhance 

data analysis, model data with calculations, and create 

interactive visualizations.

PL-300T00 Microsoft Power BI 
Data Analyst

In this course, students will explore data modeling, visualization, 

and analysis in Power BI, aligning with business and technical 

needs. Students will learn to access and process data from 

diverse sources, including relational and non-relational. 

Lastly students will discover effective report and dashboard 

management for seamless sharing and content distribution.

BEGINNER

BEGINNER INTERMEDIATE

INTERMEDIATE



Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Two Days Private / Public

Three Days Private / Public Three Days Private / Public

Three Days Private / Public

Three Days Private / Public
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IT Service Management
Training

DevOps Foundation®

This course, designed for a broad audience, gives students an 

understanding of DevOps and its culture of communication, 

collaboration, integration, and automation to improve the flow 

of work between software developers and IT 

operations professionals.

ITIL® 4 Foundation

This foundational course immerses you in the guiding 

principles, dimensions, and practices of the ITIL 4 framework 

and introduces learners to IT Service Management through 

the lens of the Service Value System (SVS).

ITIL® 4 Specialist:
Create Deliver and Support (CDS)

This course begins your journey toward the ITIL Managing 

Professional designation. It provides insight into how to 

integrate different value streams and activities to create, deliver, 

and support IT-enabled products and services.

ITIL® 4 Managing Professional: 
Drive Stakeholder Value (DSV)

This course covers key topics like SLA design, multi-supplier 

management, communication, relationship management, 

CX and UX design, customer journey mapping, and more. 

The knowledge gained in this course will lead to increased 

shareholder value.

ITIL® 4 High Velocity IT (HVIT)

This course highlights the ways in which digital organizations 

and digital operating models function in high-velocity 

environments, including the use of Agile and Lean, and 

technical practices and technologies such as Cloud, 

Automation, and Automatic Testing.

ADVANCEDADVANCED

ADVANCED

BEGINNER

BEGINNER



Course Delivered by Watermark Learning
Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by Watermark Learning

Course Delivered by Watermark Learning

Two Days Private / Public One or Two Days Private / Public

Two Days Private / Public
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Leadership and Professional 
Development Training

Thinking with Critical Insight Organizational Change Management

This interactive workshop covers the key concepts 

associated with organizational change management, as well as 

techniques for assessing organizational readiness, effectively 

addressing resistance, and identifying the critical success 

factors in the change process.

Prioritizing Your Time Effectively

Two Days Private / Public

Evolving into the Manager Role

In this course, students will learn how to confidently acquire and 

build these skills through relevant discussions, team and 

individual activities.

Two Days Private / Public

Mastering Meaningful Engagement

In this course, you will learn how to authentically engage others, 

build a more purposeful message that resonates, and learn the 

strategies to gain stronger engagement and input back from the 

people you work with.

Mastering Positive Assertiveness

In this course, students will discover the best techniques to be 

properly assertive, and what are the ideal approaches in 

differing situations.

Two Days Private / Public
One or Two Days Private / Public

Facilitation Skills Workshop

This course teaches effective facilitation skills, covering various 

techniques, a structured approach to planning and conducting 

sessions, and offering practical application opportunities.

One Day Private / Public

Navigating Difficult Conversations

This course offers frameworks and approaches for managing 

challenging conversations, building students’ confidence in 

addressing stressful situations constructively. Participants will 

assess their conflict management styles and acquire tools 

and techniques for reframing discussions to achieve more 

productive outcomes.

Students will learn to explore challenges, defy incorrect 

assumptions, and look at things with new and differing 

perspectives, incorporating these insights into your thought 

processes, and enabling them to find solutions to even the most 

difficult tasks.

Students will acquire time management tools and decision- 

making techniques to help focus on purpose and achieve your 

goals, balancing the needs of both business and personal life.



Course Delivered by Watermark Learning

Course Delivered by Watermark Learning

Course Delivered by Watermark Learning

One Day Private / Public

One Day Private / Public / On-Demand Half Day Private / Public
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Influencing Without Authority

This course teaches students tips, tools, and techniques for 

effective influence. Successful influencers contribute to better 

collaboration among stakeholders, foster trust among team 

members, and enhance the organization’s ability to achieve 

business goals.

Negotiation Skills

This course offers a concise overview of negotiation essentials, 

covering preparation, emotion management, and alternative 

determination. Students learn the distinction between positions 

and interests, along with techniques for reframing goals to 

achieve win-win outcomes. Practical negotiation exercises in 

small groups enhance the learning experience.

Leading Remote / Hybrid Teams 

In the modern business landscape, organizations often adopt 

partially remote teams, requiring project managers to adeptly 

lead geographically dispersed projects. This course equips 

students to understand and navigate the challenges of leading 

in this evolving environment.

Leadership and Professional 
Development Training Continued



Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Half Day Private / Public Half Day Private / Public

One Day Private / Public
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Microsoft Office
Applications Training

Excel - Formulas and Charts
Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able 

to create Intermediate Formulas and Charts using Microsoft 

Office Excel.

PowerPoint - Part 1

In this course, you will use PowerPoint to begin creating 

engaging, dynamic multimedia presentations. This includes brief 

coverage of key skills for using PowerPoint for the Web and 

OneDrive.

Two Days Private / Public

Data Analysis and Visualization 
with Microsoft Excel
This course is designed for students who already have founda-

tional knowledge and skills in Excel and who wish to perform 

robust and advanced data and statistical analysis with 

Microsoft Excel using Pivot Tables.

This course builds upon the foundational knowledge presented 

in Excel- Part 1 and will help you to create advanced workbooks 

and worksheets that can help deepen your understanding of 

organizational intelligence.

This course aims to provide you with a foundation for Excel 

knowledge and skills, which you can build upon to eventually 

become an expert in data manipulation.

Excel - Part 1

Excel - Part 2

One Day Private / Public

One Day Private / Public One Day Private / Public

PowerPoint - Part 2

This course builds upon PowerPoint - Part 1 to teach you how to 

create interesting, informative, and memorable presentations 

with charts, tables, and animation.

One Day Private / Public

Microsoft Teams
This course introduces Microsoft Teams which includes 

meetings, group conversations, video chat, file-sharing, 

co-authoring, SharePoint connection, and the ability to link to 

many other Office 365 apps.

OneNote
This course will introduce students to using OneNote notebooks 

to store a variety of content in an organized way, access the 

content from anywhere, and also share it.



Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

One Day Private / Public
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Microsoft Office
Applications Training Continued

Word - Part 1
In this course, you’ll learn how to use Word on the desktop to 

create and edit simple documents; format documents; add 

tables and lists; add design elements and layout options; and 

proof documents.

Three Days Private / Public

SharePoint Online for Administrators
The course is appropriate for existing SharePoint on-premises 

administrators and new administrators to Office 365 who need 

to understand how to correctly setup SharePoint Online for 

their company.

This course build upon Word - Part 1 to teach you how to 

implement time-saving features such as document templates 

and automated mailings to help your organization 

reduce expenses.

Word - Part 2

One Day Private / Public

SharePoint Online Power User

This course delivers the complete site owner story from start to 

finish in an engaging and practical way to ensure you have the 

confidence to plan and create new sites or manage your 

existing sites in SharePoint Online.

Four Days Private / Public



Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Five Days Private / Public 

Five Days Private / Public Five Days Private / Public 

Five Days Private / Public 

Five Days Private / Public 
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Networking
Training

CompTIA A+ Certification
This course, an industry standard for launching IT careers, offers 

the only recognized credential with performance-based exam 

questions, proving professionals’ ability to handle critical IT 

support tasks. CompTIA A+ certification is globally trusted by 

employers to identify experts in end-point management and 

technical support roles.

Implementing and Administering  
Cisco® Solutions (CCNA)

This course imparts fundamental networking knowledge, 

teaching installation, operation, configuration, and verification 

of basic IPv4 and IPv6 networks. CCNA covers network 

component configuration, device management, basic security 

threat identification, and introduces network programmability, 

automation, and software-defined networking.

CompTIA Network+

This course covers fundamental principles of installing, 

configuring, and troubleshooting network technologies, 

facilitating progress in a network administration career. 

Network+ builds on user-level knowledge and experience with 

operating systems and networks, mastering essential skills for 

networking careers.

Cisco® Implementing and Operating 
Cisco® Enterprise Network Core 
Technologies (ENCOR)

This course gives you the knowledge and skills needed to 

configure, troubleshoot, and manage enterprise wired and 

wireless networks.

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Five Days Private / Public 

Cisco® Implementing Cisco® 
Enterprise Advanced Routing and 
Services v1.0 (ENARSI)
This course covers advanced routing and infrastructure 

technologies, expanding on the topics covered in the 

Implementing and Operating Cisco Enterprise Network Core 

Technologies (ENCOR) v1.0 course.

Managing Modern Desktops 
MD-101T00

This course teaches modern operating system deployment 

strategies, covering key components of management and 

co-management, Microsoft Intune integration, app deployment, 

and security aspects like authentication, identities, access, and 

compliance policies.

ADVANCED

BEGINNER

BEGINNER

INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED

ADVANCED



Course Delivered by Project Management Academy

Course Delivered by Project Management Academy

Course Delivered by Project Management Academy

Course Delivered by Project Management Academy

Course Delivered by Project Management Academy

Course Delivered by New HorizonsThree Days / 23 Hours Private / Public

One Day Private / Public

Four Days / 35 Hours Private / Public / On-Demand 

One or Two Days Private / Public

One Day Private / Public / On-Demand 

Half Day Private
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Project Management 
Training

Project Management Professional 
(PMP)® Exam Prep

The PMP® exam preparation course teaches The PMA WayTM  to 

ensure students pass the PMP exam on their first attempt. After 

the boot camp, participants gain the knowledge and tools to 

enhance their professional performance. Backed by a 100% 

money-back guarantee, we are committed to ensuring 

students’ success.

Certified Associate in Project 
Management (CAPM)® Exam Prep

CAPM®, PMI’s entry-level certification, is ideal for aspiring 

project managers and recent graduates. This exam preparation 

course covers project management fundamentals and

 terminology, enabling individuals with no prior experience to 

start their project management journey confidently.

Project Management Fundamentals

This introductory course offers an overview of the project 

lifecycle, emphasizing project initiation through close. Focused 

on project management concepts, it enhances students’ 

understanding of key terminology and provides a roadmap for 

successful project completion.

Project Management Foundations

This course aids students in developing foundational skills 

expected of project managers, covering key concepts, tools, and 

techniques for effective project contribution and leadership. 

The workshop option offers a highly interactive session tailored 

to your organization’s priorities.

Project Sponsor Workshop

This interactive workshop emphasizes the significance of 

effective sponsorship for project success, especially in large or 

risky projects. Participants learn to be engaged sponsors, 

fostering confident project managers, high-performing teams, 

and improved business outcomes.

Microsoft® Project

Two critical skills any project manager must master are 

schedule planning and management using a software-based 

project management tool.  This course introduces students to 

Microsoft Project, teaching them how to use the software to 

become more efficient and productive in a project 

management capacity. 

BEGINNER

WORKSHOP OPTION TECHNICAL APPLICATIONS SUPPORT



Course Delivered by Project Management Academy

Course Delivered by Project Management Academy

Course Delivered by Project Management Academy

Course Delivered by Project Management Academy

One Day Private / Public / On-Demand 
One Day Private / Public / On-Demand 

One Day Private / Public / On-Demand 

Four Days Private / Public
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Are you located outside of North 
America and are in need of project 
management training and consulting 
for your organization?

Our Ireland-based team at Velopi can help! For over 15 

years, Velopi has helped organizations improve their project 

management maturity with skills and certification training 

courses and consulting engagements to support superior 

project execution at multinational enterprises and 

government agencies throughout Europe.

Program Management

Organizations often grapple with limited resources and 

conflicting projects, risking budget overruns and missed 

strategic objectives. This course emphasizes the efficient 

coordination of projects with shared objectives and resources, 

mitigating challenges. 

Strategic Risk Management

Mastering risk management techniques is essential to becoming 

a successful project manager. This course teaches students a 

variety of approaches for identifying and managing risks. 

Program Management Professional 
(PgMP)® Exam Prep 

This Program Management Professional (PgMP)® certification 

training course will guide you through the Standard for Program 

Management and support your journey to the PgMP® exam. 

Through the guidance provided during this four-day boot camp 

and subsequent study, you will know what to expect on the day 

of the PgMP exam itself.

Risk Management Professional 
(PMI-RMP)® Exam Prep

This PMI-RMP® exam prep training course prepares you to pass 

the exam on your first attempt when paired with your prior 

Project Management Professional (PMP)® training. We designed 

the course to provide detailed insights into the seven project risk 

management domains, then linking those domains back to core 

PMP® principles. Students completing the PMI-RMP certification 

training will have the knowledge and skills needed to plan, 

manage and control project risks.

Project Management 
Training Continued

ADVANCED ADVANCED



Course Delivered by Watermark Learning

Course Delivered by Watermark Learning Course Delivered by Watermark LearningCourse Delivered by Six Sigma Online / Project Management Academy

Course Delivered by Six Sigma Online / Project Management Academy

Ten Days Private / Public / On-Demand

One Day Private / Public / On-Demand

Two Days Private / Public / On-Demand

Five Days Private / Public / On-Demand Two Days Private / Public / On-Demand
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Six Sigma and Business Process 
Management Training

Lean Six Sigma - Green Belt

Our five-day Lean Six Sigma Green Belt training provides an 

overview of the strategies and tools necessary for process 

improvement. Upon successful completion of the course, 

students earn the Lean Six Sigma Green Belt Certification, 

accredited by The Council for Six Sigma Certification.

Lean Six Sigma -Black Belt

Our 10-day Lean Six Sigma Black Belt Training enables the 

mastery of tools and strategies to reduce costs and increase 

profits. While no prior experience necessary, upon course and 

project completion, students will earn the LSSBB Certification, 

accredited by The Council for Six Sigma Certification.

Business Process Management 
Foundations
This course covers the value of a business-process focus, the 

essential steps for process management, and critical success 

factors. It provides a practical framework for understanding 

processes, the use and development of metrics to manage 

processes, and the role of the process owner. 

 
Business Process Improvement

Business process improvement efforts can increase quality, 

reduce costs and waste, increase operational efficiency, 

and enhance productivity. This course delivers an in-depth 

understanding of process improvement concepts and tech-

niques, how to introduce process change into an 

organization, and more.

Business Process Modeling

This course explores how process modeling is one part of a 

larger framework for achieving higher quality through business 

process modeling. It enables students to understand and model 

business processes, and covers when and how to develop a 

variety of process model types.

ADVANCED

INTERMEDIATE INTERMEDIATE



Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Course Delivered by New Horizons

Five Days Private / Public 

Five Days Private / PublicFive Days Private / Public
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Virtualization
Training

VMware vSphere:  
Install, Configure, Manage [V8]

This course features intensive hands-on training that focuses on 

installing, configuring, and managing VMware vSphere 8, which 

includes VMware ESXi 8 and VMware vCenter 8.

VMware vSphere: 
Operate, Scale and Secure [V8]

This five-day course teaches you advanced skills for 

configuring and maintaining a highly available and scalable 

virtual infrastructure.

VMware vSphere: 
Fast Track [V8]
This five-day, extended hour course teaches installation and 

configuration plus advanced skills needed to manage and 

maintain a highly available and scalable virtual infrastructure.
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Our 3-Part Approach

Our process consists of three essential phases to 
optimize learning and development outcomes in 
alignment to your aspirations. We identify 
organizational goals and conduct a skills gap 
analysis, working closely with leaders and 
stakeholders to define clear learning objectives. 
Together we design a flexible, training strategy, 
selecting topics, methods, and timelines that meet 
your needs. As training is delivered, we provide 
ongoing support to help learning initiatives stay in 
lockstep with continuously evolving industry 
standards, driving long-term success.

1. Assess

A
ss

es
s

Identify your unique training needs

2. Deliver

3. Reinforce

Create a flexible, blended training strategy

Create a culture of learning with ongoing support

D
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R
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ce
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Step 1 - Assess

At the core of our approach is assisting organizations in evaluating their 
training needs. A well-executed training needs assessment serves as the 
guiding compass for an organization’s learning journey, ensuring that 
each training initiative is purposeful, efficient, and aligned with broader 
business goals. This not only enables us to design focused training
programs but also aids organizations in effectively allocating 
resources, optimizing the impact of their learning and 
development efforts.

Training Needs Assessment

Identify Organizational Goals and Needs

Conduct a Skills Gap Analysis

Engage with Leaders and Stakeholders on Direction

Set Clear Learning Objectives

1

2

3

4

When our firm began a search for a comprehensive Project Management 

curriculum vendor, Educate 360 quickly separated themselves as a 

premier choice. From our very first meeting, our dedicated Business 

Development Director and the Educate 360 team displayed an elite level 

of professionalism, customer understanding, and Project Management 

expertise. They acutely listened to our needs and vision, collaborated 

closely with our team, and swiftly provided top tier content that our 

professionals found to be both insightful and impactful.” 

Internal Curriculum Specialist, 

Leadership Development at Top U.S. Accounting Firm

“

Our relationships with industry-leading partners empower us 
to stay at the fore front of industry trends and advancements. 
These collaborative partnerships allow us access to cutting-edge 
technologies, resources, and insights to better anticipate and 
address the skills needed to keep pace with the rapidly 
evolving landscape.
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What sets us apart is our dedication to top-notch training. 
Our course materials are carefully crafted by subject matter 
experts and industry leaders. Learning from the best ensures 
our students get the most accurate, up-to-date, and 
practical knowledge to shine in their chosen fields. We 
prioritize delivering exceptional learning opportunities 
crafted by experts, not just providing options.

Expert-Led Training

Flexible Training Solutions

Private Group Training
On-site or virtual groups of 10+ 
attend private training together.

Instructor-Led Training

3,000+ instructor-led (ILT) 
public training sessions, 
available in-person or virtually.

On-Demand Training
Employees learn at their own 
pace via Educate 360’s LMS.

Public Group Training

Groups of 5+ attend public 
training in-person or virtually.

Understanding the uniqueness of every 
learner, we offer many flexible learning 
options. Whether it’s single courses or 
comprehensive blended curriculums, our 
subject matter experts tailor learning 
programs to align with your business 
objectives and cater to the distinct 
learning styles of each team member.

Step 2 - Deliver
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Coaching and Consulting
Coaching Support

Solidify your newly acquired knowledge and skills 
with post-training coaching. Our subject matter 
experts will assist in implementing what you’ve 
learned. They provide support, education, and 
inspiration for your leadership team to execute 
both short and long-term goals.

Cohort-Based Coaching

Cohort-based learning is a collaborative process 
where employees progress together. Paired with 
an expert coach, the group undergoes scheduled 
mentoring sessions, ensuring progress and 
comprehension tailored to the organization’s
use cases and needs.

Project-Based Expert Support

Our experts facilitate digital transformation, 
leveraging extensive knowledge and a proven track 
record to help companies overcome challenges and 
achieve objectives. Their guidance empowers 
organizations to confidently address unique needs 
and capitalize on opportunities for growth.

Step 3 - Reinforce

Whether it’s coaching individual leaders or supporting your 
entire organization post-software migration, our subject matter 
experts are here for you. We’re committed to working with you 
every step of the way, ensuring you get the maximum return 
on your investment in learning services.

Ready. Set. Optimize.

Conduct Regular Assessments

Boost Learning Retention with Coaching

Measure ROI and Impact

Iterate and Evolve

1

2

3

4
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Why Partner with
Educate 360?

Confidence your employees will be learning 
from true subject matter experts

Don’t sacrifice learning from the best for the sake of 
convenience when choosing a broad-based training company. 

With Educate 360, no compromise necessary! We unite experts 
from top brands for a comprehensive learning experience crucial 
for success in today’s tech-driven, innovation-centric economy.

Reinforcement of learning with tutoring, 
workshops, coaching, and consulting

Expansive catalog of training topics for skill 
development & certification preparation

Flexible and blended training for a variety of 
employee tenures and preferred modalities

Unparalleled roster of instructors, coaches, 
and consultants

Outcome-oriented training materials and 
extensive online study portal

High-touch learning and development 
support for collaborative program building

Learning management system customized 
for a seamless employee experience
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Custom Training Solutions

Successful company leaders excel by aligning 
programs and initiatives with the overarching 
strategic objectives of the organization. This 
demands a profound understanding of the 
business and the ability to pinpoint areas where 
learning and development can enhance skillsets 
crucial for executing the organization’s strategy 
effectively. 

Educate 360 helps organizations achieve their 
learning and development goals, enabling them 
to attract and retain the best talent and have the 
skills and processes to successfully execute on 
their strategic initiatives.

Goal-Driven Learning Solutions

What’s Your Goal?

Develop and onboard new employees

Improve executional effectiveness

Make an Agile transformation

Become a more strategic and analytical organization

Use data for a competitive edge

Empower teams with the right power skills

Protect against cyber threats

Optimize Cloud solution

Implement AI initiatives

Here are some examples of how we’ve helped companies 
achieve their learning and development goals.
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We’re Here to Help!
Our team collaborates closely with yours to understand your goals, 
challenges, and requirements. With this knowledge, we develop a 
customized training program to enhance your team’s skills, perfectly 
aligned with your needs. Trust our professionals to deliver impactful 
results for your organization. Do you need a type of training you don’t 
see listed? With 900+ course offerings, including those highlighted in 
this catalog, we’ve got you covered.

To speak to a representative or for more information contact us at
info@educate360.com, click the button to fill out a contact form, 
or give us a call:

Contact Us 877.243.6690

Trusted by thousands of 
companies across the world

https://educate360.com/contact-us/
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